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Abstract—SIM box fraud is classified as one of the dominant types of fraud instead of subscription and superimposed types of fraud. This fraud activity has been increasing dramatically each year due to the new modern technologies and the global superhighways of communication, resulting the decreasing of the revenue and quality of service in telecommunication providers especially in Africa and Asia. This paper outlines the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) to detect Global System for Mobile communication (GSM) gateway bypass in SIM Box fraud. The suitable features of data obtained from the extraction process of Customer Database Record (CDR) are used for classification in the development of ANN and SVM models. The performance of ANN is compared with SVM to find which model gives the best performance. From the experiments, it is found that SVM model gives higher accuracy compared to ANN by giving the classification accuracy of 99.06% compared with ANN model, 98.71% accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

According to the Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, fraud is an intentional deception or cheating intended to gain an advantage while fraud in communication can be defined as the theft of service and misuse of voice as well as data networks of telecom providers is considered (Hilas and Sahalos, 2005). Due to the development of modern technology that has been increased recently, the fraudulent activities such as e-commerce credit card (Ganji and Mannem, 2012; Jha et al., 2012), money laundering, online banking fraud (Wei et al., 2013), computer intrusion and telecommunication fraud also been increased dramatically resulting in loss of a large amount of money worldwide (Bolton and Hand, 2002; Adjaoute, 2013; Sahin et al., 2013). Basically in telecommunication industry, fraudsters are intended to reduce or to avoid paying any service fee that has been charged (Moudani and Chakik, 2013). However, the intention could also be worse when the fraudsters aim might be to gain profit by misusing the network of the provider (Taniguchi et al., 1998). Losses due to fraud in telecom industry are highly significant. On the other hand, the actions of the fraudsters cause lots of inconveniences to subscribers of the company and might encourage customers to switch to another competing provider. Furthermore, new subscribers would also not dare to join a provider that is troubled with fraud. Mobile communication network has attracted many fraudsters as the subscription is easy to get and the mobile terminal is not bound to physical place. Illegal high-profit business can be set up with the minimal investment and technical skills as well as very low risk of getting caught. Additionally no sophisticated equipment is required in
committing most types of fraud. For example, simple methods like social engineering can be used to obtain access codes and makes implementation of fraud feasible. Finally, a single phone call made is directly convertible to money. Since fraud has direct impact to the telecom companies as well as their customers, the detection and prevention of fraud has become a priority (Pandya, 2013).

Fraud detection methods continuously evolve from time to time (Zou et al., 2012). There is no comprehensive published research on this area mainly due to the lack of publicly available data to perform the experiment. Any broad research published publicly about fraud detection methods will be utilized by fraudsters to evade from detection (Azgomi, 2009). The data to be used for the experiments contains confidential information of customers and in most cases law and enforcement authorities prohibit exposing the confidential information of customers, making them difficult to access them difficult to access (Hilas and Sahalos, 2005; Suman and Nutan, 2013). Moreover, many fraud detection problems involved huge data sets that are constantly evolving (Bolton and Hand, 2002). For example, the data sets can be large as tenth of thousands of calls per weekday for an organization with 3 or 4 thousand employees to hundreds of millions of calls for national carriers. Processing these data sets in a search for fraudsters' activities or calls requires more than mere novelty of statistical model, and also need fast and efficient algorithms. Existing research work is mainly focusing on subscription and superimposed types of fraud which are the dominant types of fraud in telecom industries worldwide. However, another type of fraud called SIM box bypass fraud has become a challenging threat to telecom companies in some parts of Africa and Asia. The success of this fraud depends on obtaining SIM cards. Therefore the effects of SIM box bypass fraud vary across countries. In countries where unregistered SIM cards are not allowed and the government laws recognize the SIM box devices as illegal equipment, the effect is less compared to countries where obtaining of SIM cards by customers is very cheap or even free and government laws do not prohibit unregistered subscribers. The fact that this type of fraud is not a problem for all telecom companies worldwide might justify the reason why the publicly available research on this type of fraud is very limited.

SIM box fraud takes place when individuals or organizations buy thousands of SIM cards offering free or low cost calls to mobile numbers. The SIM cards are used to channel national or international calls away from mobile network operators and deliver them as local calls, costing operators' millions in revenue loss (Telenor, 2010). A SIM box is VoIP gateway device that maps the call from VoIP to a SIM card (in the SIM box) of the same mobile operator of the destination mobile. The paper is aims to identify a set of suitable descriptors and features from Customer Database Record (CDR) in order to detect the SIM box fraud. It was found that a total of nine features found from the derivation of the attributes in CDR. Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) in Artificial Neural Network and Support Vector Machine (SVM) are promising solutions to this type of problem as they can learn complex patterns within a noisy data. SVM has recently found considerable attention in classification problems due to its generalization capabilities and speed of processing. Therefore SVM will also be applied in this problem. The models were developed and the best model of ANN and SVM will be compared so that the best model to classify the SIM box fraud detection can be determined.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The previous research works of fraud detection as well as theoretical implementation of ANN and SVM are briefly reviewed in section 2. Section 3 describes the research methodologies and also the model development for SIM box fraud detection. Section 4 reports the findings and the discussion of the results followed by a conclusion of the study in section 5.

II. RELATED STUDIES

This section reviews some prominent work related to fraud detection methodologies in telecommunication industry as well as other related domains like financial institutions such as banks which have similar fraud characteristics. Most of these approaches are focusing on analysis of the customer information by means of statistical and probabilistic methods, or machine learning algorithms and rule based systems. Barson et al. (1996) applied supervised feed-forward neural network (NN) to detect the anomalous use of subscribers. The recent and historic activity profile were constructed and it is found that the empirical results of the system show that NN can accurately classify 92.5% of the subscribers. Krenker et al. (2009) proves that using bi-directional Neural Network (bi-ANN) in predicting generic mobile phone fraud in real time gave high percentage of accuracy. Bi-ANN is used in prediction the time series of call duration attribute of subscribers in order to identify any unusual behavior. The results show that bi-ANN is capable of predicting these time series, resulting 90% success rate in optimal network configuration. However call duration is the only parameter used, therefore other relevant parameters are missing to accurately predict customer behavior. Farvaresh and Seperi (2011) applying decision tree (DT), NN and SVM in order to identify customer with residential subscription of wire line telephone service but used it for commercial purposes to get lower tariffs which is classified as subscription fraud. The employed data mining approach consist of preprocessing, clustering and classification phases. Combination of SOM and K-Means were used in the clustering phase and decision tree (C4.5), Neural Network, SVM as single classifiers were examined in the classification phase. The results are presented in terms of confusion matrix.

Neural Networks (MLP) and SVM are promising solutions to this type of problem as shown in the literature discussion above as. They have been used for different types of fraud in telecom industry as well as financial institutions and they show acceptable results. Therefore SVM and Neural Network will be applied in this problem to compare the two classifiers.
so that classifier that shows better performance in terms of accuracy and speed can be selected. Other commonly used classifiers are Naïve Bayes and Decision trees but in this domain they are not widely used and in the cases where they have been used they have not shown good performance results compared to ANN and SVM (Farvaaresh and Seperi, 2011). The data set that will be used for the experiment contains SIM box fraud SIM cards that have been correctly labelled as fraud and normal SIM cards. This means that supervised learning approach will be used in this classification problem.

A. Artificial Neural Network

A neuron has a number of inputs and one output. It combines all the input values (combination), does certain calculations, and then triggers an output value (activation) (MacLennan, 2008; Mark et al., 2007; Paliwar and Kumar, 2009). There are different ways to combine inputs. One of the most popular methods is the weighted sum, meaning that the sum of each input value is multiplied by its associated weight. Therefore, for a given node $g$ we have:

$$Net_g = \sum w_{ij}x_{ij} = w_{0j}x_{0j} + w_{1j}x_{1j} + ... + w_{ij}x_{ij}$$ (1)

Where $x_{ij}$ represents the $j$th input to node $j$, $w_{ij}$ represents the weight associated with the $i$'th input to node $j$ and there are $I + 1$ inputs to node $j$.

The value obtained from the combination function is then passed along the connected nodes in the next layer. Back-propagation algorithm is a commonly used supervised algorithm to train feed-forward networks. The whole purpose of neural network training is to minimize the training errors. Equation 3 gives one of the most common methods for calculating the error for neurons at the output layer using the derivative of the logistic function:

$$Err = O_i(1-O_i)(T_i - O_i)$$ (3)

In this case, $O_i$ is the output of the output neuron unit $i$, and $T_i$ is the actual value for this output neuron based on the training sample. The error calculation of the hidden neurons is based on the errors of the neurons in the subsequent layers and the associated weights as shown in equation 4.

$$Err_j = O_j(1-O_j)\sum_j Err_i W_{ij}$$ (4)

Where $O_j$ is the output of the hidden neuron unit $j$, which has $j$ outputs to the subsequent layer. $Err_j$ is the error of neuron unit $j$, and $W_{ij}$ is the weight between these two neurons. After the error of each neuron is calculated, the next step is to adjust the weights in the network accordingly using equation 5.

$$W_{ij,new} = W_{ij} + l*Err_j*O_i$$ (5)

Here $l$ is the value ranging from 0 to 1. The variable $l$ is called the learning rate. If the value of $l$ is smaller, the changes on the weights get smaller after each iteration, signifying slower learning rates. Figure 1 shows the flow of ANN implementation.

B. Support Vector Machine

SVM which is developed by Vapnik (1995) is based on the idea of structural risk management (SRM). SVM is a relatively new computational learning method constructed based on the statistical learning theory classifier (Chiu and Guao, 2008). SVM is based on the concept of decision planes that define decision boundaries. A decision plane is one that separates between a set of objects having different class memberships. SVM creates a hyperplane by using a linear model to implement nonlinear class boundaries through some nonlinear mapping input vectors into a high-dimensional feature space.

For a binary classification problem where there are only two classes in the training data $y_i = \{1, 1\}$ a hyper-plane can be defined as:
\[ W \cdot x + b = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Where \( W \) is the normal to the hyper-plane as shown in equation 6 and offset parameter \( b \) allows us to increase the margin. \(|b| / |W|\) is the parameter that determines the shortest distance of the plane from the origin.

For a good classification model the positive and negative examples of the training data should fulfil the following two conditions:

\[ W \cdot x_i + b \geq +1 \quad \text{for} \quad y_i = +1 \]
\[ W \cdot x_i + b \leq -1 \quad \text{for} \quad y_i = -1 \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

These inequalities can be combined into one set of inequalities:

\[ y_i(W \cdot x_i + b) \geq 1 \forall i \forall i \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The SVM finds an optimal hyper-plane responsible for the largest separation of the two classes. In nonlinear SVM, the training samples are mapped to a higher dimensional space with the help of a kernel function \( K(x_i, x_j) \) instead of the inner product \( <x_i, x_j> \). Some of the famous kernel functions are the polynomial kernels, radial basis function kernels, and linear kernels (Radhika and Shashi, 2009). The equations for these kernels are shown in equation 9, 10 and 11.

Linear Kernel Function:

\[ K(x_i, x_j) = 1 + x_i \cdot x_j \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Polynomial Kernel Function:

\[ K(x_i, x_j) = (1 + x_i \cdot x_j)^p \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Radial Base Function:

\[ K(x_i, x_j) = \exp(-\vartheta \|x_i - x_j\|^2) \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Where \( K(x_i, x_j) \) is the kernel function where each data from set \( x \) has an influence on the kernel point of test value \( x \). \( \vartheta \) is a parameter for RBF kernel and \( p \) is the number of polynomial degrees for polynomial kernel function. This study considered linear kernel, Polynomial and RBF as a kernel function in SVM model implementation. Choice of kernel functions is the main parameter experimented together with C penalty parameter. For each kernel function experimented, the parameters associated with the kernel function that can also have impact on the results are considered.

III. METHODOLOGIES

This study mainly focused on three different parts, which is the datasets and descriptors, development of ANN model and also development of SVM model.

A. Datasets and Descriptors

The data sets used in this study is obtained from Customer Database Record (CDR) which stored the calls information of each subscriber. This study is based on Global System for Mobile communication (GSM) network and specifically CDR database of prepaid subscribers. The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based on multilayer perceptron and Support Vector Machine (SVM) models were developed using 234,324 calls made by 6415 subscribers from one Cell-ID of the company’s network. This dataset consisted of 2126 fraud subscribers and 4289 normal subscribers which is equivalent to 66.86% of legitimate subscribers and 33.14% of SIM box fraud subscribers. The total duration of these call transactions was two months, which are January 2012 and February 2012. A total of 9 features have been identified to be useful in detecting SIM box fraud, as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Data type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Call sub</td>
<td>This is the Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) number which will be used as the identity field</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Calls</td>
<td>This feature is derived from counting the Total Calls made by each subscriber on a single day</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Numbers Called</td>
<td>This feature is the total different unique subscribers called by the customer (subscriber) on a single day</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Minutes</td>
<td>Total duration of all calls made by the subscriber in minutes on a single day</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Night Calls</td>
<td>The total calls made by the subscriber during the midnight (12:00 am to 5:00 am) on a single day</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Numbers Called at night</td>
<td>The total different unique subscribers called during the midnight (12:00 am to 5:00 am) on a single day</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Minutes at night</td>
<td>The total duration of all calls made by the subscriber in minutes at midnight (12:00 am to 5:00 am) on a single day</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Incoming</td>
<td>Total number of calls received by the subscriber on a single day</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Selected Descriptors

This study mainly focused on three different parts, which is the datasets and descriptors, development of ANN model and also development of SVM model.
The choice of features is critical in order to obtain a useful description of the subscriber. According to Table 1, the following features have been selected based on the literature studied on the typical characteristics of SIM BOX fraud subscribers as well as contribution from the experience of the staff who work on telecom fraud for the company obtained from the data.

The data obtained from CDR are not directly used for data mining since it may contain unreliable and noisy data or irrelevant and redundant data. Before the development of the model, the data must undergo the pre-processing process which such as feature extraction, integrating data, handling missing data and also identifying and removing outliers. Then, all the numerical variables have been normalized and compressed to a scale of 0 to 1 to prevent one attribute overly impact the algorithm's processing power simply because it contains large numbers. Both Neural Network and SVM require attribute to be normalized to this scale. Therefore Min-Max Normalization was applied to the numerical variables.

### B. Development of ANN Model

For the development of ANN model, few parameters settings need to be considered. There are number of hidden layers, number of neurons in each hidden layer, learning rate and the momentum. Different parameter settings were tested until the optimal network architecture is obtained in order to obtain the best ANN model. The number of hidden layers and the number of neurons in each layer have significant influence on the performance of the network (Notton et al., 2013). In this research, the determination of number of hidden neurons is referred to Laurene (1994) which introduced a rule as stated in the following formula.

\[
\hat{k} = \frac{n}{2}
\]

(12)

\[
\hat{k} = \frac{n}{2}
\]

(13)

\[
\hat{k} = 2n
\]

(14)

Where \( n \) is the number of neuron in the input layer while \( h \) is the number of neurons in the hidden layer. In this research, the number of neurons in input layer is 9; therefore 9, 5 and 18 are the number of nodes in the hidden layer.

To evaluate the models, K-fold Cross-Validation is used to achieve an unbiased estimate of the model performance. In this research, 10-fold cross-validation which is the most common cross-validation technique used for medium sized dataset is applied. Therefore, the dataset was divided into 10 subsets and the model was built 10 times, each time using one out of the subsets for testing and the remaining 9 subsets for training the model. The average error across all the 10 trials is computed. Cross-validation is applied to both SVM and ANN and the models created for each algorithm are compared based on classification accuracy, training duration, precision and recall.

For the ANN development, the nine subsets used for training are combined and network parameters are set. Then random values are assigned to all the weights in the network. The output values are then calculated based on the current weights in the network for each training example. The forward phase finishes with the computation of an error signal. The output errors are calculated, and the back-propagation process calculates the errors for each output and hidden neuron in the network. The weights in the network are updated. Computing of output values are repeated until the termination criteria is met. The termination criteria used in this research is five hundred iterations (epochs) of the network. Once, termination criteria is met, the training stops and the network is tested with the set of data points held-out previously. This is repeated 10 times and finally the average errors for all 10 folds are computed. The performance of the model is recorded and different parameters of the network are changed. This process is repeated for all possible combination of parameter settings which is 240 neural network models were created. The models were evaluated based on their prediction accuracy, generalization error, running time, precision and recall.

From the 240 models that have been developed, the prediction accuracy obtained in ranged from 56.1% to 98.71%. The details of the best model for each hidden nodes as stated in Table 2.

Table 2: Details of best model for each hidden nodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>RMSE (%)</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1055</td>
<td>15.67</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>0.987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1038</td>
<td>17.17</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>0.987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1086</td>
<td>51.44</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>0.987</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the Table 2, it can be seen that the model which has two hidden nodes give the highest accuracy which is 98.71%. The model gives RMSE value of 0.1038. So, the selected neural network model contained four layers. The first layer correspond to the input values, two hidden layers each having five hidden nodes and output layer with two nodes which represent the two class: fraud and normal.

### C. Development of SVM Model

For the development of SVM models, same with ANN models, 10-fold cross validation used for validation of the prediction models. Figure 2 illustrated the implementation of SVM in order to get the SVM model.

The model is trained with 9 subsets of the data and 1 set is used to for testing the prediction accuracy of the model. The same process is repeated ten times and each time, one subset is used to test the model and the rest 9 subsets are used to train the model. The average error for all ten folds is computed and
the performance of each model is recorded. The process is repeated for all combinations of three kernel functions and 40 SVM models were developed. The models were evaluated in terms of prediction accuracy, running time, precision and recall in order to find the best SVM model. Table 3 shows the best model for each kernel functions.

![Flow of SVM implementation](image)

Table 3: Details of best model for each kernel functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel function</th>
<th>Polynomial Degree</th>
<th>Gamma</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear/Polynomial</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.1067</td>
<td>98.862</td>
<td>10.71</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.1089</td>
<td>98.876</td>
<td>5.68</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 3, it can be seen that the model that used RBF as a kernel function gives the highest accuracy than linear and Polynomial, which is 98.9%. The model also gives lower RMSE value which is 0.105. So, the model is selected as the best model for SVM model.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section discusses the performance results in comparing the SVM and ANN models. A number of evaluations of SVM and ANN models are compared, interpreted and presented. By summarizing the comparison of SVM and ANN models in terms of accuracy, time, and generalization error, the performance results of SVM model for handling the fraud detection is much better than the ANN model. Comparative results on selected SVM and ANN model are provided in Table 4.

Table 4 Comparison of selected SVM and ANN model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>SVM Best Model</th>
<th>ANN Best Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>98.9%</td>
<td>98.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>5.68</td>
<td>17.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 4, it can be seen that SVM model gives better performance compared to ANN. However, cross-validation is the average performance of the models and cannot represent the true performance of the model. To compare the two models, the same parameter settings of the two models were applied with different percentages of training and testing datasets. The dataset have been partitioned into two parts: a training part which is used for training the algorithm and a test part which is used for testing. The percentage of the training and testing was varied in order to study the variations of performance caused by change in the ratio of training to testing partitions of the dataset. For the selection of samples in training and testing portions, the percentage of each class in each portion is preserved. The training and testing portions used contain 10:90, 30:70, 50:50, 70:30 and 90:10.

Then, to compare the classification accuracy of SVM and ANN models, three criteria are chosen which are 1) false negative and false positive rate, 2) classification accuracy evaluation and 3) model building duration evaluation. In the first comparing evaluation, a comparing between false negative rate and false positive rate for both selected SVM and ANN model was conducted.

A. False Negative Rate and False Positive Rate Evaluation

This section evaluates the comparison of ANN and SVM model in terms of false negative and false positive rate. False positive is the number of normal subscribers that are mistakenly classified as fraud and false negative rate is the number of subscribers that are fraud but mistakenly classified as normal subscriber. This comparison is done in order to find which model presents the best performance in terms of identifying the accurate value of normal and fraud subscribers. Table 5 show the confusion matrix of SVM and ANN model.
Table 5 Confusion matrix of SVM and ANN models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Fraud</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>4269</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>4269</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>2074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>63</td>
<td>2063</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the confusion matrix shown in Table 5, the columns represent the predicted values and rows represent the actual cases. In short, the SVM model was able to correctly classify 2074 out of 2126 fraud subscribers and 4269 out of 4289 normal subscribers. Fraud is the negative target value, false negative count is 52 and false positive count is 20. On the contrary, the confusion matrix of ANN model as presented in Table 5, 2063 out of 2126 fraud subscribers was correctly classify. The ANN model also was able to correctly classify 4269 out of 4289 normal subscribers. Since the fraud is represent the negative target values, so false negative count for ANN model is 63 and false positive count for ANN model is 20. Hence, it can be concluded that SVM model is better than ANN model. Figure 3 shows the comparison of false negative rate of SVM and ANN.

Figure 3 compares the false negative rate of the two models. The false negative rate of SVM and ANN were very close when 10 to 50 percent of the dataset was used for training.

For both models the false negative rates was declining gradually as the training dataset was increased. However, the false negative rate suddenly increased dramatically for ANN model when more than 50% of the dataset was used for training and continued to increase as the percentage ratio is increased. On the other hand, the false negative rate continued to decline when SVM model was used and percentage of training dataset was increased to 70%. From this point, false negative rate again started to increase when the training dataset was increased. The minimum false negative rate that could be achieved by ANN was 2.46 when 10% of the dataset was used for training. On the other hand, SVM was able to achieve 1.42 when 70% of the dataset was used for training. After 50% of training dataset, the ANN model performance was degrading significantly to as high as 8.8. Therefore, SVM have shown better performance in correctly classifying fraud subscribers. Figure 4 shows the comparison of false positive rate of SVM and ANN.

A comparison of the classification accuracy for SVM and ANN model was also compared out. Classification accuracy of SVM is compared with ANN model in order to measures the percentage of subscribers that were correctly classified. 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% of the dataset were used for training the SVM and ANN. Figure 5 shows the comparison of SVM and ANN in terms of classification accuracy.

Figure 5 shows the accuracy for 10-fold cross validation training of SVM and ANN. The highest classification accuracy achieved by ANN model was 98.686% when 30% of the dataset was used for training the model.
From this point, the performance of the model was degrading and finally when 90% of the dataset was used for training, the model has shown 97.04% classification accuracy. On the other hand, the performance of the SVM model was improving when 10 to 70% of the dataset was used for training the model. The highest classification accuracy achieved by SVM was 99.064% when 70% of the dataset was used for training, which compares the ANN about 0.3789%. The results obtained show that SVM have shown better performance than ANN model in terms of classification accuracy. In a word, SVM shows better performance in fraud detection compared to ANN in terms of classification accuracy.

C. Model Building Duration Evaluation

For extensive comparison, the building and training duration of SVM and ANN mode was compared in Figure 6. The unit of time here is second.

This evaluation is conducted in order to show effect of sample size to the model since model building duration is the running time of training process.

From Figure 6 we can see that SVM takes less time in model training and development. It can be clearly seen that SVM took more than three times less than the time taken by ANN model in building and training the model. For example, when 70% of the training dataset was used to build the model, it has taken only 5.55 seconds for SVM, while it has taken 16.64 seconds for ANN model. This is more than three times the duration taken by SVM. SVM takes less time in building and training the models also means that SVM requires less computational power compared to ANN.

V. CONCLUSION

This study compares the performance of ANN and SVM to detect SIM cards that are origination from SIM box devised and bypassing the GSM gateway of the telecom provider. The ANN and SVM models were developed and compared to each other. From the experiment, we found that ANN and SVM are able to detect GSM gateway bypass SIM box fraud. The experimental results has shown that SVM has better accuracy compared to ANN. SVM gave 99.06% accuracy while ANN model gave 98.69% accuracy. Therefore SVM approach is more appropriate to used classification model for SIM BOX fraud detection. However, hybridization method between SVM and other computational approach such as particle swarm optimisation (PSO) or genetic algorithm are expected to improve the capability of the developed SVM model.
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